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Programmes (September 2012 – February 2013)

28 August - 25 November

13th International Architecture Exhibition
Common Ground
Life Between Buildings. Gehl Architects. Louisiana

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
29 August - 25 November

13th International Architecture Exhibition
Common Ground
Beyond Entropy Angola. Angola Pavilion

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
29 August - 29 November

Le Stanze del Vetro
Exhibition Carlo Scarpa. Venini 1932 - 1947

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
September

“L.i.Ve in Venice” series of concerts

Venice, Teatro Verde
1 September - 10 October

Photographic exhibition
Fish out of water by Carlo Rocchi Bilancini

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
10 September

Inaugural event for the 2012 edition of the Dialoghi di San Giorgio

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
11 - 13 September

Dialoghi di San Giorgio
World visions. The myth of universal knowledge and the aesthetics of the global
imagination

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
16 - 18 September

The Eighth World Conference on the Future of Science
Nanoscience Society

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
23 September

Concert by the Kammerorchester Arcata Stuttgart

Associazione Culturale Italo-Tedesca, in collaboration with the Giorgio Cini
Foundation
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
28 - 29 September

Study days
Luciano Berio’s Musical Theatre

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
4 - 6 October

International conference
Luigi Squarzina. Scholar, playwright and stage director

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
5 October - 20 January 2013

Exhibition
Las Artes de Piranesi. Arquitecto, grabador, anticuario, vedutista y diseñador

Barcellona, Caixa Forum
7 October

Concert by Enzo Porta and Silvia Tarozzi (violin duo)

in collaboration with 56th International Festival of Contemporary Music

9 - 17 - 25 October

Books at San Giorgio

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
18 - 20 October

Venice-Delhi Seminars – Future Plural
Seminar The global challenge of cultural differences in a period of economic turbulence.
A dialogue between East and West

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
18 October - 29 November

Adult Musical Puppet Theatre
Santa Cecilia dei macelli (una voce che poco “fa”)

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
24 - 25 October

Teachers refresher workshop
Oral tradition Italian songs and intercultural teaching

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
7 November

Seminar and concert
Polifonie “in viva voce” 16
Male Polyphonic Singing from Ceriana (Liguria)

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
20 - 21 November

International conference
Improvised Music in Europe: 1966 - 1976

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
28 November

Study day on Pietro Bertoja (1828 - 1911)

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
5 December

One-day seminar and concert
Voice and Sound of Prayer 3
Melchite Liturgical Chant
Concert by the Choir of the St. Stephen the Melodist Music School, Antelias
(Beirut, Lebanon)

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
10 - 11 December

Study days
“Alla schola del signor Giovanni Gabrieli”
Giovanni Gabrieli from past to future: contexts, models and Italian students

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
20 - 25 January 2013

Umberto and Elisabetta Mauri School for Booksellers
30th Advanced Course

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
24 - 26 January 2013

18th International Seminar in Ethnomusicology
Prospects for comparative musicology in the 21st century: ethnomusicology or
transcultural musicology?

Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
For updates, visit www.cini.it
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Editorial

The main theme of this issue of Lettera da San Giorgio is Venetian glass. You will find it on
the front cover and featured in a series of articles inside the magazine. It is our way of
celebrating the launch of a long-term project called Le Stanze del Vetro (“Rooms for Glass”)
in collaboration with Pentagram Stiftung, a Swiss-based private foundation whose mission
is to promote and support the art and culture of historic and contemporary glassmaking.
The project is perfectly in line with the recommendations in the Cini Foundation statute
concerning the redevelopment of the monumental complex on the island of San Giorgio
Maggiore also by encouraging local cultural and educational institutions whose aim is to
develop Venetian art, culture, traditions and forms of knowledge.
Thanks to the Stanze del Vetro, an historic building will be recovered on the island (the
ground floor of the ex-Convitto, a former boarding school) and put to public use as a
modern, fully equipped exhibition centre devoted to an extraordinary, local but also internationally renowned and valued art form: Venetian glass and especially that of the 20th-century.
The first highly significant event to be held in the “Rooms for Glass” will be an exhibition
dedicated to the celebrated architect Carlo Scarpa and the works he created at the time of his
collaboration with the historic Venetian glassmaking company Venini, from 1932 to 1947.
The exhibition will be officially opened on San Giorgio on 28 August 2012. The Stanze del
Vetro project will also involve the creation of a Study Centre in our Institute of Art History.
The new Centre will be dedicated to the art of glassmaking and among its objectives is the
creation of a general archive of Venetian glass and a specialised library for use by scholars,
artists, connoisseurs and glass lovers.
The launch of the Stanze del Vetro should be the outstanding achievement over the next six
months, which will also see, however, some other major events, such as the classic Dialoghi
di San Giorgio, this year dedicated to “World Visions” and the Eighth Future of Science
conference on the theme of the “Nanoscience Society”. I would, however, particularly like to
mention two events in our autumn programme because they are also of symbolic importance.
The first is a conference due to be held from 28 to 29 September on Luciano Berio’s Musical
Theatre. This is the first public event organised by the Institute for Music under the new
director, Gianmario Borio, and it continues the line of activities planned by his predecessor,
Giovanni Morelli. The second is the conference Luigi Squarzina. Scholar, playwright and stage
director, to be held from 4 to 6 October, and organised together with the Accademia dei Lincei
under the patronage of the President of the Italian Republic. This conference will explore in
depth the many aspects of this leading figure in 20th-century Italian culture who, moreover,
bequeathed his private library to the Giorgio Cini Foundation so that it could be freely and
publicly consulted.

President
Giovanni Bazoli
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29 August - 29 November 2012

Le Stanze del Vetro
Exhibition Carlo Scarpa. Venini 1932 - 1947
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
The exhibition Carlo Scarpa. Venini 1932 -1947 curated by Marino Barovier is the first
public event of Le Stanze del Vetro (“Rooms for Glass”), a long-term cultural project
launched by the Giorgio Cini Foundation in collaboration with Pentagram Stiftung for the
purpose of studying and developing the art of Venetian glassmaking in the 20th century.
By showing over 300 works the exhibition reconstructs the career of the Venetian
architect in the years when he was creative director of the Venini glassworks (19321947). The works on show are divided into around thirty types that vary according
to execution techniques and glass textures (from sommerso to Roman murrines,
acid-etched glass and pennellato). The displayed items also include prototypes, one-off
items, original drawings and designs, plus period photographs and archive documents.
As well as providing a great chance to compare Scarpa’s work as a designer and his
architecture, the exhibition offers an opportunity to explore the significance and
importance of his glass design experience for his overall work. In fact, not surprisingly
Scarpa developed his experimental and hands-on craft approach in his Murano years.
The exhibition will be installed in an area of the ex-Convitto on the Island of San
Giorgio Maggiore. This area has now been given over to Le Stanze del Vetro and was
specially restyled by architect Annabelle Selldorf in collaboration with Fabrizio
Cattaruzza and Francesco Millosevich. The exhibition will be open to the public free of
charge from 29 August - 29 November 2012 (10 am to 7 pm; closed on Wednesdays).
The catalogue is published by Skira editore.

10 - 13 September 2012

Dialoghi di San Giorgio
World visions. The myth of universal knowledge and
the aesthetics of the global imagination
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
This year’s “dialogue” on San Giorgio is inspired by an awareness of the urgent need
to reflect on the relationship between knowledge and power. The new information
technologies seem to offer different opportunities for global connections and knowledge.
These technologies are usually accompanied by new “great narrations” that highlight
the myths of universal knowledge and perfect transparency, conveying a kind of moral
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Equi-rectangular projection of the globe without
water in the oceans, routed plaster, Factum Arte,
2012

conFerences, courses and exhibitions

lesson: all our problems could be resolved, if only
everything about everything everywhere were or could
be known. This is how the virtues of responsibility,
accessibility and control moralise the world of global
databases. Yet we cannot pass over in silence the serious risks that accompany this new order of knowledge. This is especially true of the expropriation or
suppression of other virtues - the tacit, the implied and
the concealed - and private forms of knowledge and
skills. Another threat comes from the big companies
in the sector, which increasingly control the systems
of global knowledge and may – in the name of universal knowledge and transparent
responsibility - exploit them for their own ends. The critical nature of the relation
between knowledge and power is certainly nothing new. But the features of the current
situation mean that an in-depth analysis of this relationship is particularly urgent. For
some time now it has often been said that we must think globally and act locally. But
it is difficult to understand how much local actions matter and it is equally difficult to
think simultaneously on a global scale. The dialogue will consider the aesthetics of global
knowledge at a time of crisis and the positive features, merits and flaws, and pros and cons
of different world visions which oppose the particular to the universal, the tangible to
the abstract, and intellectual descriptions to aesthetic representations of the world.
There are many long stories of projects that have attempted to reduce the globe to a
scale that would highlight contents and connections: maps of cities, landscapes, globes,
collections, museums and encyclopaedias; the theme of the ark seen as the treasure box
of the universe but also as a means to survival; the Modernist projects to create universal
languages, exhibitions and data systems capable of embracing the whole world. Often
crucial in these attempts is the claim that a better representation of the world will make
the world better: as if in a corrective mirror, the world would be reflected and at the same
time improved. These projects belong, therefore, to the history of utopias. A remote
island enables a community to construct a miniature ideal world. Propitious links
between the island and the mainland help the ideal to become a resource elsewhere.
The Dialogo brings together on an island some of those people who are deeply interested
in the enigmas and prospects of these “political arts”.
The Dialogo raises the issue of the kind of scale on which these political arts of representation can function. The participants will explore the possible combinations of microand macrocosmic images of the world, the way in which shifts of scale to the immediate,
the local and the miniaturised may turn out to be resources for the global or the worldwide. These “re-visions” will be realistic and will make no claim to provide comprehensive explanations or definitive answers to a basic question: as an alternative to forms of
reductive abstraction, which involves removing characteristic features of the world, can
we focus on a process of “condensation” which achieves its own aims by composing,
adding and transforming, in the same way that physical condensation transforms the
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atmosphere into rivers and streams? The island of San Giorgio Maggiore is an ideal
place for a dialogue because of what distinguishes it from other utopias. Instead of
dogmatically presupposing that answers already exist, the Giorgio Cini Foundation
offers the opportunity to make a collective effort in the search for better questions.
Participants: Simon Schaffer, Adam Lowe, Bruno Latour, Deirdre McCloskey, Steve
Crossan, Anke te Heesen, David Turnbull, Cheryce von Xylander, John Tresch, Richard
Powers, Pierre Chabard and Elizabeth Pisani.
The Dialoghi di San Giorgio will be opened by a special event to be held at 6 pm on
Monday 10 September. A performance of music from Mauricio Kagel’s Die Stücke der
Windrose and readings from works by Jorge Luis Borges, Italo Calvino and Lewis Carroll
will provide the opportunity to explore musical and literary worlds in a geographical key.

16 - 18 September 2012

The Eighth World Conference on the Future of Science
Nanoscience Society
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
The World Conferences on the Future of Science are a series of annual international con
ferences jointly organised by the Fondazione Umberto Veronesi, the Fondazione Silvio
Tronchetti Provera and the Giorgio Cini Foundation. This eighth edition addresses a
topic that is increasingly attracting scientific, economic and political interest on a global
scale: nanotechnologies. Together with some of the leading figures from world research,
the conference will provide a picture of the nanotech society with the attendant
advantages, benefits, risks, prospects and cultural change. Discussion will also focus on
the strategic role of nanotechnologies in improving the quality of life and organising
everyday matters, thanks to the progress in sectors such as new materials, information
technology, medicine and biotechnology. The need to address problems with social
implications, such as sustainability and health risks, will be illustrated along with the
potential benefits for society and the environment. These and many other things will
be discussed in Venice from 16 to 18 September on the island of San Giorgio Maggiore. For
details of the programme and registration, visit www.thefutureofscience.org .

28 - 29 September 2012

Study days
Luciano Berio’s Musical Theatre
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
The Institute for Music in collaboration with the Centro Studi Luciano Berio and the
Dramaturgie Musicale Contemporaine en Europe (DMCE), University of Paris VIII,
is holding the fourth seminar in the project Luciano Berio’s Musical Theatre. The steering
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committee is composed of Talia Pecker Berio, Gianmario Borio, Angela Ida De Benedictis,
Giordano Ferrari and Gianfranco Vinay. The papers for this fourth day entitled Un re in
ascolto (“A listening Re/King”), will be given by Renata Scognamiglio (Rome), Robert
Adlington (University of Nottingham), Carlo Ciceri (Lugano), Gerardo Guccini (University of Bologna) Tommaso Pomilio (La Sapienza University, Rome) and Björn Heile
(University of Glasgow). On the morning of 29 September there will be a presentation of
the book Luciano Berio: nuove prospettive, edited by Angela Ida De Benedictis (Florence,
Olschki, 2012).

4 - 6 October 2012

International conference
Luigi Squarzina. Scholar, playwright and stage director
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore

Tristano e Isotta at the Teatro La Fenice in 1971,
directed by Luigi Squarzina with sets and costumes
by Giacomo Manzù

In collaboration with the Accademia dei Lincei and under the
patronage of the President of the Italian Republic, the Study
Centre for Documentary Research into European Drama and
Opera, is organising an international conference dedicated to
the work of stage director and playwright Luigi Squarzina.
Curated by Maria Ida Biggi, the conference is divided into
several sessions over three days and will be attended by university professors and junior researchers. The programme will be
completed by two round tables in which collaborators will recall
the figure of Squarzina and some of his actors will read from
his work. The conference has been organised to pay homage
to a great artist who bequeathed his private library to the Study
Centre for Documentary Research into European Drama and
Opera at the Giorgio Cini Foundation.
The conference has the support of the Department of Philosophy and the Cultural
Heritage at Ca’ Foscari University, the Fondazione Teatro La Fenice, the Fondazione
Cassa di Risparmio e Banca del Monte di Lugo and the Veneto Region. It will also have
the media partnership of RAI RADIO 3.

5 October 2012 - 20 January 2013

Exhibition Las Artes de Piranesi. Arquitecto, grabador,
anticuario, vedutista y diseñador
Barcellona, Caixa Forum
After being critically acclaimed - Nobel prize-winner Mario Vargas Llosa described it as
an “extraordinary” exhibition - and enjoying considerable public success (over 150,000

conFerences, courses and exhibitions
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visitors), The Arts of Piranesi. Architect, printmaker, antiquarian, vedutista, designer, goes
to Barcelona, where it is due to run from 5 October to 20 January 2013 at the Caixa
Forum, headquarters of the Obra Social La Caixa, the organisation which made the
Spanish tour possible. Conceived by architect Michele De Lucchi and produced by the
Giorgio Cini Foundation and Adam Lowe’s Factum Arte studio, the exhibition explores
the many and varied activities of Giambattista Piranesi (Venice 1720 - Rome 1778) in an
itinerary featuring prints from the complete works held in the Giorgio Cini Foundation
graphic collections and a series of modern objects created in Piranesi’s language and style.
They include a 3D film of the Carceri d’Invenzione and eight original objects made by
Factum Arte starting from Piranesi prints (two tripods, a vase, a chair, a candelabrum,
an altar, a coffee pot and a fireplace complete with fire furniture). The exhibition also
features views of Rome, Tivoli and Paestum by photographer Gabriele Basilico.

9, 17, 25 October 2012

Books at San Giorgio
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
The autumn series of presentations of the latest Giorgio Cini Foundation publications will
begin in October. The first meeting will be on October 9th to launch the book containing
the proceedings from an international conference held at the Cini Foundation (22 - 23
November 2010): Andrea e Giuseppe Pozzo, edited by Roberto Pancheri, Marcianum Press,
Venice, 2012. On October 17th a book on “Haymaking in the Veneto Dolomites” will
be featured. Written by Giuseppe Grava and Giovanni Tomasi, La fienagione nelle
Dolomiti venete is part of the series on “Studies and Research in Veneto Popular Cultures”
which enjoys the patronage of the Veneto Region. The two authors have extended their
research - from a similar work on “Haymaking in the Veneto Alpine Foothills” published
in 1999 - to another linguistically fascinating area of northeast Italy. Lastly, on October
25th, the book to be presented is L’epistolario Helmut Lachenmann - Luigi Nono (19571990), edited by Angela Ida De Benedictis and Ulrich Mosch. This book of correspondence brings together over 100 documents - letters, postcards and telegrams - exchanged
over a thirty-year period by two leading figures on the contemporary music scene.

18 - 20 October 2012

Venice-Delhi Seminars - Future Plural
Seminar The global challenge of cultural differences in a period
of economic turbulence. A dialogue between East and West
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
For several years the Reset-Dialogues on Civilizations association has been promoting
activities, research and publications on intercultural dialogue, the recognition and
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integration of minorities, and pluralism. For this purpose it organises top-level scientific
and educational meetings, seminars and debates involving experts and students from
all over the world. In addition to the Istanbul Seminars, which the association has been
organising in Turkey for five years, it now also holds the Venice-Delhi Seminars. After an
initial conference held in India in October 2010, together with the magazine Seminar,
the India Habitat Center and the Jamia Millia Islamia University, the association aims
to hold regular appointments twice yearly: in autumn in Venice and the following
spring in Delhi. This year’s seminar in collaboration with the Giorgio Cini Foundation
will analyse both the challenge that cultural differences and the growing composite
minorities set for European democracies in a period of economic turbulence, and the
intense pluralist experience of Indian society in a country experiencing a time of heady
growth but still beset by dramatic poverty and huge inequalities. The first seminar will
be attended by European, Indian and American experts, such as Olivier Roy, Rajeev
Bhargavam and Seyla Benhabib.

18 October - 29 November 2012

Adult Musical Puppet Theatre
Santa Cecilia dei macelli (una voce che poco “ fa”)
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
The Study Centre for Documentary Research into European Drama and Opera has
promoted an Adult Musical Puppet Theatre show entitled Santa Cecilia dei macelli
(una voce che poco “ fa”), performed by the company La Fede delle Femmine, directed
by Margot Galante Garrone. The music will include some American popular melodies
sung completely out of tune by the US opera singer Florence Jenkins and some excerpts
from the opera I puritani e i cavalieri by Vincenzo Bellini sung by Maria Callas. In the
early 20th century Florence Jenkins could perform in the United States because her
considerable wealth enabled her to hire major venues and even pay the always large
audiences.
The “butchery” (macelli) presided over by Cecilia, saint of musicians - a parody of Brecht’s
Saint Joan of the Stockyards, heightened by Jenkin’s incredibly out of tune bawling are horrific events wreaking bloodshed round the world: from the destruction of the
Twin Towers and real animal butchers to shipwrecks and natural disasters, such as
earthquakes. And much more.
The show will be performed at 5 pm every Thursday from 18 October to 29 November;
required booking by telephone (041 2710236) or email (teatromelodramma@cini.it).

conFerences, courses and exhibitions
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7 November 2012

Seminar and concert Polifonie “in viva voce” 16
Male Polyphonic Singing from Ceriana (Liguria)
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
Begun in 1997 in collaboration with the Department of the History of the Arts and the
Conservation of the Artistic Heritage at Ca’ Foscari University, the Polifonie “in viva voce”,
series has so far hosted singers at the Giorgio Cini Foundation from various European
regions. The 16th edition will feature Male Polyphonic Singing from Ceriana (West
Liguria). The area from Genoa to the western border of Liguria is particularly rich in
significant polyphonic groups. In the Sanremo inland area this is especially true of
Ceriana, a small town with a remarkable quantity and quality of sacred and profane
songs. The sacred tradition is associated with the strong presence of still vital historical
groups represented by the four confraternities who continue para-liturgical and their own
repertories, especially those used for Easter; the profane tradition, on the other hand, is
interpreted by various choral groups of different origins and “traditional depth”, including
the outstanding singers who preserve a specific form of oral-tradition polyphonic singing
based on an unusual organisation of the drone part sung by the group. The afternoon
seminar will be attended by Maurizio Agamennone, Febo Guizzi and the singers of the
Compagnia Sacco. In the evening the Compagna Sacco di Ceriana will be in concert.

20 - 21 November 2012

International conference
Improvised Music in Europe: 1966 - 1976
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
This conference - Improvised Music in Europe: 1966-1976 - due to be held on 20 and 21
November is the first in a series on improvisation in Western art music. The event will pro
vide the opportunity to present the results from a research group active for about a year
and coordinated by Gianmario Borio and Veniero Rizzardi. Moreover, various aspects
of improvisation in the decade in question concerning experimental composition in
jazz and rock music will be the subject of papers by Virginia Anderson (University of
Nottingham), Vincenzo Caporaletti (University of Macerata), Giovanni Guaccero
(Rome), Leo Izzo (Bologna), Philippe Michel (Université Paris VIII), Jens Papenburg
(Humboldt Universität zu Berlin), Ingrid Pustijanac (University of Pavia), Nicola Scalda
ferri (State University of Milan) and Mark Summers (University of Nottingham). The
first session will be devoted to mapping events in three major European cities (Berlin,
London and Rome); the second session will be a discussion on the principles for analys
ing improvisation and theoretical issues; and the third will focus on psychological and
political implications. Among those also scheduled to speak are Pietro Cavallotti,
Giovanni Giuriati, Daniele Goldoni, Alessandro Sbordoni and Marco Visconti Prasca.
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28 November 2012

Study day on Pietro Bertoja (1828 - 1911)
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore

Pietro Bertoja, Design for the dance Ondina
by Pallerini, Teatro Comunale di Trieste, 1869

In collaboration with the Veneto Region and the Regional
Committee for the Celebrations of the Centenary of the Death
of Pietro Bertoja, the Study Centre for Documentary Research
into European Drama and Opera has organised a study day
devoted to the Veneto stage designer.
The meeting on November 28th is part of a series of initiatives
aimed at re-assessing the complex artistic figure of Bertoja, a
stage designer and photographer in the second half of the
19th century.
Leading experts will attend the meeting and the unpublished
results of research funded thanks to grants made available by
the Committee will be presented to the public. Moreover, also in
attendance will be participants in an ideas competition for stage design open to students
in Veneto high schools, universities and fine art schools. Prizes will be awarded for projects
- from individuals or groups - inspired by the work of Pietro Bertoja.

5 December 2012

One-day seminar and concert
Voice and Sound of Prayer 3
Melchite Liturgical Chant
Concert by the Choir of the St. Stephen the Melodist Music School, Antelias
(Beirut, Lebanon) coordinated by Girolamo Garofalo
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore

The Theotokos Hodegetria (Our Lady of the Way),
icon by school of Aleppo, early 18th century,
Sursock Museum, Beirut (Libano)

Continuing in the direction taken in the first two editions (Armenian Liturgical Chant;
2010, and Oral and Written Traditions in the Byzantine Chant in Italy, 2011), this year
the one-day seminar in the series “Voice and Sound of Prayer” will also be devoted to
an ecclesiastical musical tradition from the Christian East: the Melchite tradition.
Strictly speaking the term melchite means a Catholic church sui iuris practising the
Byzantine rite in Arabic and headed by the Patriarch of Antioch, based in Damascus
(Syria). At this seminar, however, the expression Melchite Liturgical Chant will also stand
for the liturgical musical heritage of the Orthodox Christians practising the Byzantine
rite in Arabic in the Patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch and Jerusalem. All these
churches have common roots and share not only the geographical extent but also the
features of their respective liturgical-musical traditions.
Today, like the Orthodox Arabs under the Patriarchate of Antioch, the Melchites

conFerences, courses and exhibitions
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(also called “Eastern Catholics”, “Byzantine Catholics” or “Greek Catholics”) follow the
Greek variations of the Byzantine rite as regards leadership, theology and spirituality.
Moreover, both communities stand out from the other Eastern Christians because
along with Greek they use Arabic as a liturgical language (until the 17th century Syriac
was also used in the liturgy).

10 - 11 December 2012

Study Days
“Alla schola del signor Giovanni Gabrieli”
Giovanni Gabrieli from past to future: contests, models and
Italian students
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
Heir and consolidator of the illustrious Venetian polyphonic and multi-choral tradition,
Giovanni Gabrieli (died in Venice, 1612) gradually changed his musical language as he
adapted it to the “new” concertato style with a basso continuo. This process influenced the
development of a new generation of Venetian and other musicians. Giovanni Gabrieli
had set up a thoroughgoing school (complete with fees and programmes), which
attracted a large number of musicians from all over Europe. While the influence on his
students from beyond the Alps is partially known, his contribution to the local compositional tradition is much more difficult to gauge. In fact the situation was compounded
by the arrival of Claudio Monteverdi in Venice in 1613. More or less recent historical
studies on Monteverdi have concluded that he was mainly responsible for the process
of innovation in the lagoon in subsequent years. In addition to a number of littleexplored topics, such as Gabrieli as a composer of madrigals and his relationship with
private Venetian patrons, these study days set out to focus on the nature of Gabrieli’s
heritage by considering the sacred and profane vocal production of his many students and
followers active in the lagoon and eslewhere from 1600-1630. The steering committee
is composed of Rodolfo Baroncini, David Bryant and Luigi Collarile.

20 - 25 January 2013

Umberto and Elisabetta Mauri School for Booksellers
30th Advanced Course
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
Having reached the major milestone of its 30th edition, the advanced course of the
Umberto and Elisabetta Mauri School for Booksellers - organized by Messaggerie
Libri and Messaggerie Italiane in collaboration with the Associazione Librai Italiani
and the Associazione Italiana Editori - will be held as usual on the island of San Giorgio
Maggiore.
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Main Forthcoming Activities

At this eagerly awaited important international event for the world of publishing, the
participants will tackle various issues concerning the world of books, bookshops and the
markets with a thorough, updated look at new ideas and developments in the field.
The Umberto and Elisabetta Mauri School for Booksellers was founded in 1983 with
the aim of providing booksellers with the opportunity of furthering their education in
the field. This involves keeping them up to date with the faster production of books,
providing tools for analysis and innovative methods and informing about professional
practice. In addition to having trained new generations of booksellers, over time the
school has become a workshop for experimentation and discussions on the potential of
the book. It is thus a special forum for studying strategies for positioning bookshops
and ways of promoting their products.
The first of its kind in Italy, and the second in Europe after Frankfurt, the School for
Booksellers fosters discussion that is not only limited to the organisation and management of sales points but extends to all aspects of bookselling activities: distribution,
marketing and promotion. During the course the Luciano and Silvana Mauri Prize for
Booksellers will be awarded.
For further information, please visit: scuolalibraiuem.it.

24 - 26 January 2013

18th International Seminar in Ethnomusicology
Prospects for comparative musicology in the 21st century:
ethnomusicology or transcultural musicology?
Venice, Island of San Giorgio Maggiore
Looking back over more than 130 years of ethnomusicology, we realise there is an
increasingly urgent need to assess the current status and tasks now being carried out in
the overall framework of research into forms, behaviour and results of expressions and
creations through sounds.
Can we still justify the role of ethnomusicologists as promoters, guarantors and protectors
of “other” music? And on what grounds? This question challenges the current state of
the subject and its fields which - by now more for convention than conviction - we still call
classical music, popular music, oral-tradition music, electronic music and so on, but also
ethnomusicology, art musicology, contemporary musicology and popular musicology.
There can be no doubt that the extent and boundaries of these fields must be revised,
given that historical developments and the geo-anthropic, sociological and stylistic
maps once referred to have changed radically and at a speed much faster than our
response times and capacity to adapt.
These and many other related issues will be discussed by leading international experts in
the discipline at the 18th International Seminar in Ethnomusicology, to be held by the
Intercultural Institute of Comparative Music Studies at the Giorgio Cini Foundation,
from 24-26 January 2013.

Conferences, courses and Exhibitions
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Vittorio Cini, the Foundation and Murano glass
“I admit that this love for art always accompanies me.” With these words Vittorio Cini
acknowledged the spell-binding power that art exercise over his spirit. Whether paintings,
sculptures, tapestries or majolica, he always believed that art objects should basically be
experienced in an everyday dimension.
Vittorio Cini’s interest in glass, and especially Murano glass, was part of this love. Starting
from the straightforward activity of collecting for personal pleasure, he eventually became
a kind of artistic director, as he gradually undertook many initiatives over time.

Foglia, Venini & C. Design: Tyra Lundgren 1938
Venice, Giorgio Cini Foundation

Looking at the works he simply collected, it is worth mentioning his acquisition of
some glass vases at the 1934 Biennale, presided over by his friend Giuseppe Volpi, who
like Vittorio Cini, was a member of the so-called “Venetian group”, an association formed
in the early 20th-century with the aim of promoting the economic and industrial
development of Venice. The manuscript inventory in the Cini Foundation reveals that
works from Cini’s own house included “a white glass vase with narrow body and pedestal”
and “a paglierino glass vase in the shape of a tulip”. A glass ornament called Foglia (“Leaf ”)
deserves separate treatment. It was registered in the inventory as “a leaf ornament made
of Murano glass”, which cost 15,000 lire. It had been made in 1938 by Venini & C. to
a design by Tyra Lundgren, a Swedish artist with a strong preference for nature themes.
The “leaf” is actually a splendid bowl, eighteen centimetres high, made of lattimo glass.
There are also other very high standard, fascinating artefacts in the Cini collections.
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Vaso Inciso, Venini & C.
Design: Paolo Venini 1956
Venice, Giorgio Cini Foundation

In addition to Lundgren’s Leaf, is the greenish
Vaso Veronese, a vase made by the company
called Vetri Soffiati Muranesi Cappellin
Venini & C. from 1921 and 1925. Originally designed by Vittorio Zecchin, the artistic director of the company, in this case it
is a reworking in a single item by the Compagnia Venezia Murano, while Sommerso is a
blue vase made to an ingenious original
design by Flavio Poli. Pride of place goes to
the so-called Inciso vase, made in 1956 by
Venini & C. to a design by Paolo Venini.
This work was among those shown in the
exhibition entitled The Venini Artists. Towards
a History of Venetian Artistic Glassmaking,
organised by the Giorgio Cini Foundation
in 1996. The Inciso vase is described in the
foundation inventory as follows: “maroon
vase in the shape of an elongated pear”.
Moreover, some appliqués that can be admired
in the Sala Carnelutti in the Giorgio Cini Foundation on the island of San Giorgio
Maggiore are traditionally attributed to Venini.
Further evidence of Vittorio Cini’s great interest in Murano glassmaking is the chandelier
that he presented to Pope John XXIII (Angelo Giuseppe Roncalli). The gift was greatly
appreciated by the pope, who before being elected to the papal seat had been patriarch
of Venice. On receiving the chandelier, he sent a note to the factory whether it had been
made, stating his pleasure “in learning what filial care the managers and workers of the
Seguso factory had devoted to the delicate and laudable work” (13 May 1960).
In more recent times, the Giorgio Cini Foundation has made a commitment to promoting
the art of Murano glassmaking by acquiring through its Centre for the Study of Glass
the remarkable archive of Seguso Vetri d’Arte. The new Centre has been created in the
Institute of Art History as part of the long-term project Le Stanze del Vetro (“Rooms for
Glass”), set up by the Giorgio Cini Foundation in collaboration with Pentagram Stiftung.
Seguso’s output is documented by drawings, watercolours, designs and sketches from
when the firm began production in 1933, under the name of Artistica Soffieria e Vetreria
Barovier Seguso e Ferro, up to the sudden developments that led to the creation of
Seguso Vetri D’Arte. Illustrious artists and refined designers worked alongside the expert
artisans thus giving rise to one of the most glorious furnaces in the 20th-century Venetian
glassmaking world. For example, Flavio Poli, artistic director from 1937 to 1963 endowed
Seguso’s production with a characteristic look through his unique explorations of materials
and colours. His efforts were continued by his successor, Mario Pinzoni, whose work from
1963 to 1968, now unjustly underestimated, can be seen in all its shining glory in the

VITTORIO CINI and murano glass
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Vaso Veronese, Compagnia Venezia Murano
Venice, Giorgio Cini Foundation

Seguso Showroom catalogue, watercolour on paper
Archivio Seguso. Venice, Giorgio Cini Foundation

archive housed in the Cini Foundation.
Indeed the series of splendid water
colours in the album called Showroom
catalogue may, as Marc Heiremans suggests, also be attributed to Pinzoni. In
these highly significant catalogues Pinzoni re-proposed on a smaller scale the
Seguso production from the early days
to the mid-1970s.
Equally fascinating are the beautiful
watercolours by Vittorio Rigattieri.
From 1968 to 1973, this designer worked
on renewing the later Seguso production, often with rather utopian but
nonetheless very interesting ideas.
From the documentary and historic
point of view, the archive contains
around 15,000 photographic reproductions which are very useful aids in providing an accurate idea of the factory not only in terms of individual pieces but also as
regards less well-known aspects, such as its participation in international exhibitions,
its prestigious commissions (for example, the lighting project for the Hotel Bauer) and
the snapshots taken inside the factory. Moreover, the Giorgio Cini Foundation also
owns the significant correspondence between Gabriele D’Annunzio and Napoleone
Martinuzzi, one of the leading 20th-century designers of Murano glass and from 1925
artistic director at Venini. The letters document a fascinating episode concerning glass
items ordered by D’Annunzio for the Vittoriale, his house and estate on Lake Garda, as
well as their relationship of sincere friendship. The tone of the friendship is revealed by
an excerpt from a letter dated 21 January 1927: “My Dearest Napé, your fruit has finally
delighted but not sated me. I devoured it all that very evening. Indeed now I need another
basketful” (A. Rossi Colavini, “Martinuzzi alla ‘corte’ di D’Annunzio”, in Napoleone
Martinuzzi Vetraio del Novecento, edited by R. Barovier Mentasti, Venice 1992, pp. 2-23).
Although not from the glassmaking phase of architect Tomaso Buzzi’s career, the
album of the former artistic director at Venini (1932 to 1934), now in the Giorgio Cini
Foundation, highlights how he, like many other artists attracted to the world of glass,
thought that the production of artistic glass could benefit from various visual and
creative ideas (Tomaso Buzzi, Fondazione Giorgio Cini, Venice 1983).
In line with this ideal fil rouge of highlighting the value of Murano glassmaking, albeit
in a different way, is the fact that in 1998 the artist Pino Castagna made one of his Cespi
veneziani (“Venetian Thickets”) for the Giorgio Cini Foundation. Celebrated for his
eccentric “archi-sculptures”, Castagna presented this glass cane thicket with an iron core
as an installation which involved him in “thinking in glass”. The sculpture has been
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worn by time, but repair work on it by the artist himself will soon restore it to its former
splendour.
The relationship between contemporary artists and the Foundation continues to yield
fruit. In 2010, generous funding to be repeated over the years in the form of the
Caterina Tognon grant to the Vittore Branca International Center for the Study of Italian
Culture meant that a residency could be offered to the internationally renowned artist
Mary Ann “Toots” Zynsky, one of the leading designers on the contemporary glass scene.
With a view to developing Venetian glassmaking, the Centre for the Study of Glass will
organise exhibitions that showcase the design stages, often overshadowed by the finished
product, but essential in the creation of a work of art

Matteo Gardonio

Ovale. Design: Vittorio Rigattieri,
watercolour on paper
Archivio Seguso
Venice, Giorgio Cini Foundation

VITTORIO CINI and murano glass
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Carlo Scarpa. Venini 1932 - 1947 inaugurates
the “Rooms for Glass”

The west wing of the former boarding school
on the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore;
it will host Le Stanze del Vetro exhibition space

Set up by the Giorgio Cini Foundation in collaboration with Pentagram Stiftung,
Le Stanze del Vetro (“Rooms for Glass”) is a long-term cultural project devoted to
studying and developing the Venetian art of glassmaking in the 20th century. The
project is divided into two parts. First, the opening on the Island of San Giorgio of a new
permanent exhibition space which over the years will host a series of solo and collective
shows featuring international artists, both contemporary and from the past, who have
used glass during their career as an orginal means of expression and medium for exploring
their own personal poetics. The aim is to illustrate the numerous potential uses of the
medium and put glass back at the centre of attention and discussion on the international
art scene.
Second, the creation within the Giorgio Cini
Foundation Institute of Art History of a Study
Centre. In addition to the periodic organisation
of exhibitions on Venetian glass, the Study
Centre will pursue several objectives: the gradual
construction of a general archive of Venetian
glass, to be made available to the scholarly community and for use in reviving and developing
the art of glassmaking; the creation of a special
ised library within the art history library; the
organisation of seminars, conferences and work
shops for scholars and artists interested in the history, technology and development of
the art of glassmaking; and lastly, it will offer scholarships specifically addressed to
researchers interested in the topic. The Stanze del Vetro project has the support of a
steering committee, whose members are Giuseppe Pavanello, Marino Barovier, Rosa
Barovier Mentasti, David Landau, Laura de Santillana and Nico Stringa.
The building chosen for the Stanze del Vetro exhibitions is the left wing of the ex-Convitto
(a former boarding school) on the Island of San Giorgio Maggiore. With 650 square
metres of exhibition floor space, the space will not only host exhibitions but also confer
ences, workshops and other events dedicated to glass. The restyling of this longunutilised building was designed by Selldorf Architects, a New York firm led by Annabelle Selldorf and specialised in the design of museum spaces and installations. For the
Venice project the New York firm relied on the collaboration of architects Fabrizio
Cattaruzza and Francesco Millosevich, who in 2008 had refurbished the other exhibition
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Carlo Scarpa in his studio at Asolo, Treviso, 1960s

THE ROOMS FOR GLASS

spaces of the ex-Convitto in the Cini Foundation. The design
includes the creation of an itinerary through a series of inter
connecting galleries, equipped with showcases, stands and other
forms of display, to create a logical visual continuity within the
space and between the various exhibition levels.
Carlo Scarpa. Venini 1932 - 1947 (29 August - 29 November 2012)
is the first in a series of exhibitions conceived as part of the Stanze
del Vetro project. Featuring 20th-century artists and designers who
worked on drawings and designs for the Venini glassworks, the
exhibitions will be held once yearly until 2021. The exhibition projects
are possible also thanks to the Venini archives, which include original
documents, period photographs, and drawings and designs going
back to the early 20th century. Having now been made available
for the first time in their entirety, the archives will contribute to the
construction of a new, historically accurate narrative of a significant
chapter in the history of glassmaking in the last century. Each
exhibition will be accompanied by the publication of a catalogue
raisonné produced by publishers Skira. At the end of the whole exhibition series, the
set of catalogues will form an important study and research resource. Curated by Marino
Barovier, the first exhibition is organised round a selection of over 300 works designed
by the Venetian architect Carlo Scarpa in the years when he was creative director of the
Venini glassworks (1932-1947); some works will be shown for the first time and many
are from major public and private collections worldwide. The works are divided into
around thirty types that vary according to execution techniques and glass textures
(from sommerso to Roman murrines, acid-etched glass and pennellato). The material on
show also includes prototypes, one-off items, original drawings and designs, plus period
photographs and archive documents. The exhibition offers an opportunity to explore
the significance and importance of Carlo Scarpa’s glass design experience in his overall
work. During his Murano period, Scarpa further developed his interests in experimentation and craftsmanship and the show thus provides a great chance to compare his
work as a designer and his architecture. Carlo Scarpa’s glassmaking experience goes back
to 1925, when he was appointed director of works for the restoration of Palazzo da
Mula on Murano, the headquarters of the Maestri Vetrai Muranesi Cappellin & C., a glass
company founded by Giacomo Cappellin. At the end of the restoration works, possibly
due to his skill as a draughtsman, he began to work in the glassworks as a designer. He
gradually learned the long-standing traditional craft skills of the leading master
glassmakers who worked with Cappellin. In no time, alongside the blown glass items
previously conceived by Vittorio Zecchin, new models with essential forms designed
by Scarpa were included in Cappellin’s production. Of these new models, one was
particularly popular: a spherical vase with a truncated conical foot, accompanied by a
glass flower. This became the logo of the celebrated company, consecrated as the one of
the leading glassmakers on the market in the late 1920s at the Venice Biennale of 1927
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Roman murrines. A pair of vases with transparent
glass tesserae and polychrome panels at the centre.
Design 1936

Incisi. Vase made of clear glass, veiled by milling
with horizontal scoring; neck decorated with an
opaque glass filament. Design 1940

and the Monza Triennial of 1930. Scarpa took part in these shows not only as Cappelin’s
artistic assistant, but also as an exhibition designer. Unfortunately, despite the company’s
acknowledged success and remarkable production, in January 1932 it went bankrupt,
probably due to bad financial management. Scarpa’s collaboration with Cappellin thus
came to an end. The same year he began to work with Venini. After initially collaborating
with the creative director Tomaso Buzzi, he himself then took on the role of artistic
director from 1932 until 1947. His relationship with Paolo Venini was of great mutual
trust and esteem. Indeed Venini never rejected any of Scarpa’s design, unlike what
happened with other collaborators. Scarpa’s commitment to Venini involved much more
than inventing new forms. He was also continually engaged in researching materials,
the use of colour and design techniques. In his early years at Venini he designed mezza
filigrana (“half filigree”), sommerso (“submerged”) and bollicine (“bubble”) glass. They
were unveiled at the Venice Biennale of 1934, while at the next Biennale and at the
Monza Triennial in 1936, together with sommerso and mezza filigrana glass (also shown
in the variegata version), he displayed lattimi (“milk glass”), corrosi (“acid etched glass”)
and Roman murrines. These items were the result of specific collaboration between
Scarpa and Paolo Venini, who had had the idea of making a series of works based on
the historic murrine glass objects in one of his collections.
For Carlo Scarpa, the 1938 Venice Biennale marked a turning point as he broke with the
heavy style of the Novecento movement. He no longer followed his age but anticipated
it as he moved towards a new avant-garde style characterised by simplicity. For this
Biennale he designed a series of objects that were sober, erudite and refined: the types of
glass he showed this time had names like puntini e a strisce (“dots and stripes”), bicolori a
incalmo (“twin-colour incalmo”), a cerchi e a fasce (“circles and bands”), variegati zigrinati
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Variegati. Clear glass vase with polychrome
thread decoration and highly iridescent surface.
Design 1942

(“variegated pebbly”) and rigati (“striped”). The year 1940 was also very important for
Carlo Scarpa. The Venice Biennale gave him a whole room for his creations and as in the
1936 Monza Triennial, Venini also asked him to design the exhibition installation. It
was at these major exhibitions that Scarpa showed his innate skill for breaking new
ground by drawing fully on his vast knowledge of glass and his ability to design infinite
combinations of it. The result was an exceptional production, definitely ahead of its time,
characterised by objects that were to become one-off pieces both in terms of the difficulty in
making them and for their high costs. These works include glass items called granulari
(“granulate”), laccati neri e rossi (“black and red lacquered”), and cinesi (Chinese). Borrowed
from ancient forms of Oriental porcelain, they were evidence of Scarpa’s admiration for
the Far East. The 1942 Biennale was the last one that Carlo Scarpa took part in as a glass
designer. At the time his most recent creations were made with the hot application of
wires, bands, pennellate and macchie (“blobs”) of coloured glass on the surfaces of blown
glass. The items exhibited at this Biennale (where Scarpa are also designed the installation
of the room dedicated to his friend the sculptor Arturo Martini) include variegati glass
objects, in which a brown filament was wrapped irregularly right round the whole surface
of the vase; the macchie plates, which some writers described as picassate for the very un
usual pictorial effects; and lastly the pennellate objects, which to use Carlo Scarpa’s own
words looked like “blobs of detached paint”. Meantime the Second World War had inter
rupted normal production in the factories. The Biennale, which for the Murano furnaces
had been an important reason for continuing innovative production, was also suspended.
It was only to be held again in 1948 but by then Carlo Scarpa’s work for a Venini had come
to an end. A year earlier he had decided to devote himself to his first love - architecture.

Laccati neri e rossi. Black and red incalmo glass
vase. Design 1940
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Corrosi. Glass vase etched in relief. Design 1938

Presences on San Giorgio

Luigi Squarzina, Venice and Theatre
Luigi Squarzina (1922 - 2010) first became involved with Giorgio Cini Foundation in
1962, when as a young but already celebrated director, he was invited to participate in
one of the most prestigious events held on the island of San Giorgio every September:
the International Advanced Culture Course. That year the course was devoted to “Art
and Contemporary Culture. Aspects and Issues” and differed from the previous editions
on historical periods such as the Baroque, Humanism and the Renaissance, on the
grounds of a new approach focusing more on methodological studies exploring aspects
and issues of art and culture with a special emphasis on contemporary themes. The other
participants included leading intellectuals and scholars, such as Sergio Bettini, Carlo Bo,
Francesco Carnelutti, André Chastel, Diego Fabbri, Giuseppe Fiocco, Jean Leymarie,
Giuseppe Marchiori, Massimo Mila, Eugenio Montale, Pier Luigi Nervi, Luigi Nono,
Ezio Raimondi, Giuseppe Samonà, Edoardo Sanguineti, Marco Valsecchi and Bruno
Zevi. Squarzina’s lecture, later published in the course proceedings edited by Piero
Nardi, was significantly entitled “The ideological stage of the 1960s”, which neatly
highlighted his interests in political commitment as expressed through the art of drama.
But this wasn’t actually the first time that Squarzina’s had collaborated in the Foundation’s

Luigi Squarzina during rehearsals of 8 settembre,
Genoa, 1971
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Luigi Squarzina at the Teatro alla Scala, Milan,
in the 1960s

LUIGI SQUARZINA

cultural initiatives. A few years earlier he had been joint editor of the section “Drama”,
in the Enciclopedia dello spettacolo together with Silvio d’Amico, who had conceived and
directed this great undertaking, the only one of its kind on the Italian and international
scene, published from 1954 on under the auspices and with the support of the Giorgio
Cini Foundation. Squarzina was involved in this project from 1958 until 1962, when
the last volume was published. It gave him the opportunity to work with scholars who for
various reasons were to have continuous relations with the Venetian foundation. Among
them was Elena Povoledo, editor of the section on “Stage Design and Iconography” in
the Enciclopedia, who later curated many theatre exhibitions on San Giorgio, and Aurel
M. Milloss, the dance and ballet consultant on the project, who in the 1990s, presented
his private archive and library to the Institute for Literature, Drama and Opera, now the
Study Centre for Documentary Research into European Drama and Opera in the Giorgio
Cini Foundation
In the 1970s Squarzina collaborated with Vittore Branca, then secretary general of the
Cini Foundation, at a number of conferences held in the United States, including the
eighth Triennial Congress of the International Association for the Study of the Italian
Language and Literature, of which Branca was president. Dedicated to thematic, expressive and linguistic innovations in 20th-century Italian literature, this important
scholarly meeting was held in New York in April 1973. Squarzina gave a talk entitled
“Thematic, Expressive and Linguistic Innovations in 20th-century Drama”. He was
already familiar with the United States and had kept up contacts in the country from the
time he had won a scholarship to Yale University to study advanced drama theory with
Alois Nagler. Moreover, in 1978 he took part in a conference at Columbia University,
where he gave a paper jointly with his wife, Silvia Danesi, on the Humanist theatrical
space.
The American trips with Vittore Branca consolidated a relationship of mutual esteem that
was to grow stronger over the years. In 1998 Branca proposed Squarzina as a candidate for
the Feltrinelli Prize, which he was duly awarded by the Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei.
The prize jury for the theatre section was made up of Giovanni Macchia, Branca
himself, Umberto Albini, Masolino d’Amico, Bruno Gentili, Renzo Tian and Claudio
Meldolesi, who provided a concise, well-balanced portrait of the artist Squarzina: “a writer,
scholar and excellent stage director who is also an outstanding opera director, actor and
film screenwriter as well as the artistic director of the resident theatre companies of
Genoa and Rome and a university lecturer in Bologna and Rome... In the anti-fascist
and post-war period, after graduating from the National Academy of Dramatic Arts, he
contributed along with Costa, Strehler, Visconti and a few others to reviving Italian
stage directing. Resorting to eminent, classic Italian-style actors and future protagonists
of the stage, he put on enlightening plays from North America and Europe. Moreover,
he also turned out to be a fine playwright, especially in his Tre quarti di luna (‘Threequarters Moon’)”. Meldolesi concluded by stressing how “in this and in other productions he successfully imposed a European dimension on Italian theatre. And in all his
activities he introduced a kind of ‘theatre of issues’ leaving open-ended feelings that
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Virna Lisi and Luigi Squarzina prepare
La Romagnola at the Teatro Valle, Rome, 1959

went beyond the prejudice about the impossibility of
staging some classics and enabled him to find new solutions
to the crisis in dramatic form.”
Squarzina was very fond of Venice and saw it as a possible
capital of European and international culture and one of
the best places in which to conserve the memory of the art
of drama. Moreover, he had a deep critical interest in
Venetian drama and especially Carlo Goldoni. For the
national edition of Goldoni’s works, published by Marsilio,
he edited L’avventuriere onorato (“The Honoured Adventurer”) and La Guerra (“War”). In 1998 he directed a
version of La Guerra for the Teatro Stabile del Veneto.
Goldoni was one of Squarzina’s favourite authors right
from the beginning of his career and he was involved in
a number of historic productions including a 1951
production of La vedova scaltra (“The Artful Widow”) with
Elena Zareschi, Mario Scaccia and Vittorio Gassman, and
a 1963 production for the Teatro Stabile di Genova of
I due gemelli veneziani (“The Venetian Twins”), with a
brilliant Alberto Lionello. Later Goldoni productions
included Una delle ultime sere di carnovale (“One of the Last Carnival Evenings”) and
I Rusteghi (“The Boors”), premiered at La Fenice as part of the Biennale International
Drama Festival in 1968 and 1969, respectively. Then in 1973 he directed a new version
of La casa nova, (“The New House”) memorably interpreted by Lina Volonghi, Lilla
Brignone, Lucilla Morlacchi, Omero Antonutti and Eros Pagni. In 1979, while he was
director of the Teatro Stabile di Roma, Squarzina staged Il ventaglio (“The Fan”), which
was followed in 1991 by La Locandiera (“The Innkeeper”), starring Marina Malfatti, at
the Teatro dei Rinnovati, Siena.
Squarzina also loved going back to the Giorgio Cini Foundation. He cut a distinguished,
tall figure in its cloisters and corridors and we have vivid memories of him at the opening
of the exhibition Divine Eleonora. Eleonora Duse in Life and Art, in 2001, when the Italian
theatre world gathered to pay homage to the great diva.
After the opening of the new Manica Lunga library, Squarzina significantly chose to
present his very rich private library to the Study Centre for Documentary Research into
European Drama and Opera. The books arrived on the island in 2011 and by spring
2012 they had all been catalogued in the National Library System. They include a vast
collection of books by and about Shakespeare and on Elizabethan theatre. These works
date back to a youthful production when, with Vittorio Gassman, Squarzina directed an
unabridged version of Hamlet, which he himself had translated. There are also many
books on Carlo Goldoni, texts on 20th-century avant-garde theatre, especially Russian
and German authors, with various rare publications from the GDR, and many works on
and by Bertold Brecht. A whole section is dedicated to Luigi Pirandello, while there are
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also works by minor early-20th-century Italian dramatists, contemporary Italian writers
(from the first post-war period to the present day), and major and minor American
playwrights. The collection includes some bibliographical rarities, including a precious
series of works by Georges Feydeau, the writings of various authors such as Gordon
Craig, Adolphe Appia, Stanislavsky, Antonin Artaud and Alfred Jarry, and 1930s French
editions of Henrik Ibsen’s plays translated by P. G. La Chesnais.
The donation is completed by a collection of Squarzina’s own writings, amounting to
several hundred texts drafted from 1941 to 2010. They include articles, essays, plays,
abridged versions, translations, director’s notes and annotations, prefaces, letters, interviews, talks in debates, conferences and radio and television programmes, and even a
libretto for an opera based on Tommaso di Lampedusa’s The Leopard, his degree
dissertation and his last magnificent book: Il romanzo della Regia.
Through this generous donation, Luigi Squarzina has made a great contribution to enhancing the treasures kept in the Giorgio Cini Foundation. He has also ensured that
scholars can access valuable documents testifying to the career of an intellectual who
chose the theatre as the most fitting place to express himself.

Maria Ida Biggi

Cover and frontispiece of the book Le Musée Stanislavsky (Moscow n.d. ), with
an inscription by the author Nicola Solntsev, 1964

LUIGI SQUARZINA
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Frontispiece of E. Stern and H. Herald, Reinhardt und seine Bühne,
Berlin 1919

Publications

Catalogues
Viridarium 8
La visione
edited by Francesco Zambon
Medusa edizioni, Milan, 2012
“I do not hear these things either with bodily ears or with the thoughts of my heart
nor do I perceive them by any combination of my five senses but only in my soul,
while my outer eyes are open, so that I never undergo in these visions the weariness of
ecstasy. But I see them in wakefulness day and night.”
This was how Hildegard of Bingen, one of the greatest Mediaeval mystics, described
her visions in a celebrated letter to Guibert of Gembloux. The idea of an “inner eye”
or “heart’s eye” is found not only in the Christian Middle Ages but also in almost all
the main cultures and religious traditions. It is the means to perceiving spiritual and
divine realities, just as normal eyes perceive external reality.
This idea, however, can generate paradoxes which are at the centre of much thinking
about visionary experiences. If the object of the “vision” by definition transcends the
level of material and visible realities, how can we know it through images? And if its
purpose is to reach and perform in some way what is beyond any form or representation - to “strip away” all visible images - how it is possible to see it, even with an inner
gaze? The problem of the relation between “visibility” and “invisibility” continually
recurs and has been variously addressed and resolved in the Western visionary tradition,
as in those of other cultures. It also reappears in an unexpectedly radical way in certain
expressions of philosophy and contemporary art.

Andrea e Giuseppe Pozzo
Atti del Convegno Internazionale di Studi
(Venezia, Fondazione Giorgio Cini, 22 - 23 novembre 2010)
edited by Roberto Pancheri
Marcianum Press, Venice, 2012
One of the most astonishing aspects of Baroque art was the use of perspective combined
with optical illusion. This artistic practice led to the creation of vertiginous painted
architecture towering up to the sky. The buildings were peopled by the Olympian gods
or opened up towards heavenly visions. An unchallenged expert of this technique was the
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Jesuit painter Andrea Pozzo from Trent (1642-1709). He combined a complete theoret
ical knowledge with a perfect mastery of painting techniques as well as outstanding organisational and teaching skills, which enabled him to manage and complete vast sacred
and profane decorative programmes in Rome and Vienna - i.e. in the centres of papal
and imperial power - but also in Piedmont and Tuscany, while his production of altarpieces and apparati effimeri (temporary celebratory architecture and decorations) were
found throughout Italy. In the work of visually celebrating the glory of the Catholic
Church and the Saints, Andrea was assisted by his brother Giuseppe (1645-1721), he
too a cleric (in the order of the Discalced Carmelites). Less versatile than his more
celebrated elder brother, Giuseppe Pozzo was, however, an ingenious architect and designer
of altars conceived to amaze church-goers and strengthen faith by foreshadowing the
splendour of paradise. Evidence of this are his masterpieces that can still be admired in the
churches of Venice, where he worked for a long time. This book contains the papers by
twenty leading experts who came to Venice in 2010 for the conference promoted by the
Giorgio Cini Foundation and the National Committee for the Celebrations of the Third
Centenary of the Death of Andrea Pozzo. They explore the main aspects of the Pozzo
brothers’ artistic output, who are brought together for the first time in a publication that
reflects their vast influence on Baroque art in Europe and the rest of the world.

Massimo Bisson
Meravigliose macchine di giubilo. L’architettura e l’arte degli
organi a Venezia nel Rinascimento
Collana «Saggi e profili d’arte veneta»
Scripta edizioni, Verona, 2012
The organ, a “marvellous instrument for rejoicing”, enjoyed a particularly fruitful season
in Venice during the Renaissance when it stood out as a summa of the arts. In this book
Massimo Bisson provides a new historiographical picture based on a very interdisciplinary
approach which includes the description of the sounds and technical features of instruments, an analysis of their design and ornamentation, and a study of the sacred spaces
and liturgical ceremonies.
The book is thus a wide-ranging look at music, architecture and art, which embraces
two centuries of Venetian history (the mid-15th to the mid-17th century), the time of
greatest cultural splendour in the Venetian Republic.
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Bernardo Falconi, Bernd Pappe
Domenico Bossi 1767-1853. Da Venezia al Nord Europa.
La carriera di un maestro del ritratto in miniatura
Saggi e profili d’arte veneta
Scripta edizioni, Verona, 2012
The result of a decade of research work, this is book is the first monograph dedicated to
the Italian miniaturist Domenico Bossi (1767-1853). Born into a Venetian family in
Trieste, Bossi is rightly considered one of the great miniature portraitists of the Neo
classical age. After studying at the Venice Accademia under the guidance of Giando
menico Tiepolo, he had a remarkable international career. Active in the late 18th and
early 19th-century in some of the major European cities - such as Berlin, Amsterdam,
Hamburg, Stockholm, Saint Petersburg, Paris, Vienna and Munich - he also obtained
prestigious commissions from the ruling families in Russia, Holland, MecklenburgSchwerin and Swabia. Asked to join the fine arts schools in Stockholm (1798) and
Vienna (1818), he was also appointed court painter by the King of Sweden, Charles XIV
John in 1824.
The book finally does justice to this great artist, well-known in northern Europe, but
almost totally neglected in Italy.
Doughtily continuing the glorious tradition of the ivory miniature, made popular in the
early 18th century by the resounding success of Rosalba Carriera’s innovative art, he
proudly signed his works: “Domenico Bossi, veneziano”.

Giuseppe Grava and Giovanni Tomasi
La fienagione nelle Dolomiti venete
Collana di Studi e Ricerche sulle Culture Popolari Venete
Angelo Colla editore, Vicenza, 2012
After the publication last year of Il Veneto dei contadini 1921-1932 by Paul Scheuermeier,
the same series now offers La fienagione nelle Dolomiti venete (“Haymaking in the Veneto
Dolomites”) by Giuseppe Grava and Giovanni Tomasi. Here the two authors extend the
geographical reach of their long-term cultural research project - it previously yielded La
fienagione nelle Prealpi venete (1999) - from the Alpine foothills to the northern part of the
province of Belluno as far as the Cadore and the German-speaking enclave of Sappada.
This latest publication again focuses on the theme of haymaking and its language, an
extremely valuable subject given the difficulty in finding the rare dialectological material
forming the basis of the enquiry, the heritage of a diminishing number of informants.
This all attests to the vitality in 2012 of the series entitled “Studies and Research in Veneto
Popular Cultures” which, under the patronage of the Veneto Region, makes a systematic
effort to conserve the memory of long-standing traditions. The book is illustrated with
photographs and tables that make a key contribution to providing a complete view of
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the techniques and terminology of haymaking. Here the inextricable relationship between
material culture and language is highlighted: on one hand is work and, on the other, the
environment, a geo-anthropic landscape in which nature and human presence interact.

Music and critical editions of music
Terzo libro de’ madrigali a cinque voci, con alcuni di
Giovanni Gabrieli. Venezia Angelo Gardano 1589
edited by Alessandro Borin
Edizione Nazionale delle opere di Andrea Gabrieli
Ricordi editore, Milan, 2012
The Terzo libro de’ madrigali a cinque voci is a posthumous collection of sixteen madrigals
by Andrea Gabrieli - ten were previously unpublished and six had already appeared in
anthologies - published in 1589 by the printer Angelo Gardano and edited by Giovanni
Gabrieli, who added six compositions of his own. Dedicated to the Bishop-Prince of
Bamberg, Ernst von Mengersdorf, this publication must be seen in the context of a
broader publishing strategy which, after Andrea’s death in 1585, gave rise to a systematic
approach to the whole corpus of his madrigals. In addition to madrigals based on the
typical poetic forms of the late 16th century, the anthology contains some occasional
pieces alluding to various noblewomen: the Venetian Bianca Cappello (for her wedding
to the Grand Duke of Tuscany), a member of the Della Rovere family (again for a
wedding), the celebrated Venetian courtesan Isabella Bellocchio and Margherita d’Este
Gonzaga.

Antonio Vivaldi
La fida ninfa, RV 714
Critical edition by Marco Bizzarini and Alessandro Borin
“Edizione critica delle Opere di Antonio Vivaldi”
Ricordi, Milan, 2012
Vivaldi set the libretto of La fida ninfa, a dramma per musica in three acts by Scipione
Maffei, with a view to its use for the inauguration of the new theatre of the Accademia
Filarmonica of Verona, which took place on 6 January 1732, during the carnival season,
elaborate stage sets being provided by Francesco Bibbiena. This critical edition is based
on the autograph manuscript of the score, preserved at the Biblioteca Nazionale Universitaria in Turin (Giordano 39 bis, ff. 154-298). The Introduction gives an analytical des
cription of the main source employed and an overview of the most important collated
secondary sources, which include a collection of arias prepared in Venice around 1732 by at
least six different copyists working under Vivaldi’s supervision and today preserved in the
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Sächsische Landesbibliothek - Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek in Dresden (Handschrift
Mus. 2389-J-1). The critical edition of the score is complemented by a facsimile reproduc
tion of the printed libretto of the opera, published at Verona in 1732 by Jacopo Vallarsi.

Periodicals
Studi Veneziani N.S. LXII (2011)
edited by L’Istituto per la Storia della Società e dello Stato Veneziano
Fabrizio Serra editore, Pisa - Rome, 2012
Studies
Andrea Nanetti, Modone e Corone nello Stato veneto (1207-1500 e 1685-1715).
Indagine esemplare di esegesi delle fonti sulla Grecia veneziana
Piero Falchetta, Il mappamondo (scomparso?) di Fra Mauro
Matteo Casini, «The Company of the hose»: youth and courtly culture in Europe, Italy
and Venice
Fabrizio Biferali, Il tema della carità nella pittura di Iacopo Tintoretto
Gianna Gardenal, Gli Ebrei a Venezia nel XVI e XVII sec. La figura dell’Ebreo nelle
letterature europee tra i secc. XVI e XVII
Laura Mascarin, Filtri d’amore e pratiche magiche nei processi dell’Inquisizione di Aquileia
e Concordia (XVIII sec.)
Notes and documents
Katarina Mitrovi , Il culto di S. Marco nella Cattaro medievale
Angela Caracciolo Aricò, Il terzo visitatore nella biblioteca di Marin Sanudo il Giovane e
nelle sue camere
Lionello Puppi, A proposito di un ‘raro documento’ su Giorgione
Eleonora Stabile, La scomunica ebraica a Venezia
Giulio Zavatta, Andrea Palladio e i fratelli veronesi Federico e Antonio Maria Serego.
Documenti inediti sulle barchesse e sulla villa della Cucca
Francesca Bottacin, Marco Trevisan e Nicolò Barbarigo «amici eroi» nella ritrattistica
veneta secentesca: Tiberio Tinelli e Nicolò Renieri
Simona Bortot, Come l’acqua, fedeli nell’incostanza: gli Accademici Incogniti pro e contro
Arcangela Tarabotti
Carla Boccato, La crisi coniugale di un’ ebrea del ghetto di Venezia in atti notarili del Seicento
Cinzio Gibin, Scienza e coscienza nazionale nell’azione dei naturalisti veneti
Mauro Pitteri, Alcune considerazioni dopo la lettura di un saggio tardovenetista
Reviews
Maria Pia Pedani, Venezia porta d’Oriente (G. Trebbi)
Lina Urban, Banchetti veneziani… (M. Zorzi)
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Gli affreschi nei Palazzi e nelle Ville…, a cura di Filippo Pedrocco (B. Boccazzi Mazza)
Filippo De Vivo, Information and Communication in Venice… (D. Raines)
Valerio Vianello, La scrittura del rovesciamento… Paolo Sarpi…(M. Sarnelli)
Ugo Tucci, Un mercante veneziano del Seicento… (M. Pitteri)
Guido Candiani, I vascelli della Serenissima… (M. Pitteri)
Alvise Foscari… Dispacci, a cura di Fausto Sartori (S. Perini)
Carmelo Ferlito, Il Monte di Pietà di Verona… (M. Pitteri)
Luca Ciancio, La Fucina segreta di Vulcano… (C. Gibin)
Giovanni Catalani, La lumaca, la gallina… Lettere di G. Carli a S. Bettinelli (M. Pitteri)
Lettere di Alberto Fortis… a Giovanni Fabbroni…, a cura di Luca Ciancio (A. Candela)
Luigi D’Alpaos, Fatti e misfatti di idraulica lagunare… (S. Ciriacono)

AAM TAC
Arts and Artifacts in Movie - Technology, Aesthetics,
Communication
An International Journal 8, 2011
edited by L’Istituto per la Musica
Fabrizio Serra editore, Pisa – Rome, 2012
Contents
Per Giovanni
primo tempo: sequenze
Clelia Sedda, Come vedere il non osservabile: l’occhio fisico del cinematografo
Gino M. Pistilli, L’avventura della parola. Autorialità esibita nel cinema prebellico di
Sacha Guitry
Claudio Bondì, Roberto Rossellini, l’ultimo film
Simonetta Salvestroni, Invincibile di Werner Herzog
secondo tempo: macrosequenze
Fabrizio Borin, La trilogia della sopravvivenza nel primo cinema di Terrence Malick
Nicola Cecilian, Piccole apocalissi quotidiane. Il cinema di Ciprì e Maresco
Andrea Zennaro, Transilvania International Film Festival e la new wave romena

Saggi e memorie di storia dell’arte 34 (2010)
edited by L’Istituto di Storia dell’Arte
Elena Bugini
La successione e l’estinzione del messaggio di Fra Giovanni da Verona: le tre tarsie di Vincenzo
Dalle Vacche per San Benedetto Novello a Padova
Sergio Bettini
In biblioteca: Sisto IV, il Platina e l’architettura dipinta nell’affresco di Melozzo da Forlì
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Antonio Foscari
Due contributi sulla fabbrica costruita da Andrea Palladio in Malcontenta
Angelo Maria Monaco
Sulle tracce di “Giacomo Barri Francese, pittore in Venetia”. Aspetti biografici inediti,
fonti e fortuna critica di un peintre-graveur scrittore d’arte
Chiara Basalti
Nuove proposte sul fondo Antonio Certani: disegni di ornato di Mauro Tesi, Carlo Bianconi
e Giacomo Rossi
Agnese Dionisio
Leopoldo Pollach: idee e progetti per la famiglia Barbiano di Belgiojoso
Sabrina Zizzi
Il cardinale de Falloux Du Coudray (1815 - 1884) e la donazione della sua raccolta d’arte
Gianluca Tormen
Ad ornamentum Imperii: il trasferimento della collezione Obizzi a Vienna a fine Ottocento.
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